CDI Managed Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS) allows you to get out of the disaster recovery business and shift your focus to driving business value. Our solution guarantees that your assets are always protected through the use of tailored technology solutions and a skilled staff that is focused on your business.

Traditional Disaster Recovery

Customers chartered with a holistic disaster recovery (DR) strategy face the same challenges, regardless of industry or size.

Disaster Recovery is a necessary component of any comprehensive IT strategy. However, it often is not given the priority of applications and functions which drive direct business value. This leads to a lack of robustness in a company’s disaster recovery strategy, and in turn a lack of confidence in recovery.

Similarly, the priorities of people in both training and time allocated to tasks is prioritized to things that directly add more value to the business, exposing an unintended risk in the event of an actual failover.

Managed DRaaS made easy in three phases:

1. **ONBOARDING**
   Leverage CDI’s experience to develop a comprehensive recovery plan which takes into account technology, scalability requirements, and cost.

2. **MONITORED RPO**
   Protect entire data centers with a truly achievable sub-second RPO through the use of block-level Continuous Data Protection.

3. **MANAGED RECOVERY**
   In the event of a disaster, let us quarterback your recovery through the execution of a proven Recovery Plan.
Key Features

- Expertly developed Disaster Recovery Plan including replication targets, technology and automation
- True protection for both VMware and Hyper-V environments, tailored to the speed of your environment
- Protect full data centers with an intelligently monitored RPO
- Leverage the compliance capabilities of CDI's cloud and shift your focus to your business
- Managed DRaaS solution to the cloud scales with your business without adding capital expense and complexity
- Schedule a bubble failover test to ensure replication is working properly

Why AWS Managed Services?

CDI Managed Services provides a complete integrated portfolio of business continuity and disaster recovery solutions with high availability, data protection and disaster recovery.

By implementing best practices to maintain your infrastructure, we deliver ongoing management of your AWS architecture so you can focus on your business.

About CDI

CDI has over two decades of experience enabling organizations to recover in the event of a widespread outage. We’re able to replicate your mission-critical applications and data to our secure, compliant and geographically dispersed cloud data centers. As a cloud integrator, we architect, deploy and manage multiplatform hybrid IT solutions, including traditional IT, public, private and hybrid clouds. For more information, please visit www.cdillc.com/hcaf